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Rationale

The concept of telephone and e-counselling is a growing one and to meet market demand there is a need for more trained practitioners in these areas who are also able to train others to work competently using telephone and e-counselling techniques. The training programme offered in this document has been developed to prepare trainers who would like to deliver the BACP Telephone and E-Counselling Training Curriculum. This curriculum is based on the BACP Competences for Telephone and E-Counselling. The competences and curriculum are available at: https://www.bacp.co.uk/research/competences/

Introduction to the Curriculum and Training

This Training the Trainers curriculum should be delivered by qualified telephone and e-practitioners who also have experience of training. If trainers do not already work in this way, i.e. delivering e-training, telephone and e-counselling, it is advisable they do a telephone and e-counselling course before undertaking this course. Realistically, and for a limited period of time, there may be a need to deliver courses to trainers who have had no previous experience of delivering e-training but have an interest in doing so, and have some experience of working as telephone and/or e-counsellors.

Compulsory Training Topics

- The BACP Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- E-teaching and learning – theory and practice
- E-group dynamics
- E-learning delivery methods
- Types of assignments suitable for e-learning
- Assessment methods including criteria and evidence
- Meeting institutional requirements
- Devising a curriculum
- Presentation of teaching and learning sessions to peers

Course Learning Outcomes

- Understand the theory and practice of e-learning
- Be able to evaluate a range of delivery methods suitable for e-learning
- Understand how e-training might be delivered in their own institution
- Understand a range of e-assessment methods
- Be able to deliver the BACP Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Reflect on personal development as an e-practitioner and e-trainer

Course Delivery

The course may be delivered in a number of ways, preferably with time between sessions to allow for work to take place (e.g. preparation of teaching and learning sessions; writing and sharing assignments; assessing colleagues’ assignments). It is unlikely that it will be able to be effectively delivered in less than 30 hours. Possible ways of delivering the course include:

1. All telephone and e-delivered
2. All face-to-face but using appropriate technology in breakout rooms as appropriate
3. Blended face-to-face and e-delivery

Examples of each delivery mode follow. Two trainers for each course is optimal but will depend on size of group, method of delivery and institutional regulations. Another option might be for a lead tutor with other specialist trainers. Possible teaching and learning activities which could be used at a distance might include:

- Large and small group discussions, plus plenaries
- Role-plays
- Intellectual property rights (IPR) of teaching sessions
- Formal lecture style input
- Creative work using online whiteboards, shared and/or co-created images collages, poems, creative writing, drawings etc.

Trainers are encouraged to use as wide a range of activities as possible to deliver the course, and to encourage participants to do the same. Most face-to-face training activities can be adapted to telephone and e-counselling, or stimulate thinking in ways in which to achieve the same outcome in a different way.
Course Assessment

- A portfolio to include the following:
  - A reflective piece of work of no less than 2500 words showing an understanding of the theory and practice of e-learning and ways these impact on development of self and others
  - A range of e-assessment methods applicable to each module within the BACP Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
  - A peer presentation of critical evaluation of a range of delivery methods suitable for e-learning, the ways in which these relate to all aspects of the BACP curriculum and how these may be delivered within their own institution

Example One
Telephone and E-Delivery

The suggested trainer-participant ratio is 1:8. Minimum number of hours 30; maximum 60. ‘Days’ delivered at fortnightly or monthly intervals. It requires an organisational website with a ‘chat room’ capable of holding all course members, a notice board for weekly registration tasks, an area for participants to post notices to other course members, and an area with links to course work and documents. For ‘individual activities’, read activities which do not involve the whole course group. The live group meetings can be in a block on one day of the week, with breaks in between sessions, or delivered at different times during the week. They can be online in text or video or by conference call, or a mixture during the course. They will last 1 to 1½ hours depending on number of participants involved.

Advantages

- It parallels the method of delivering therapy
- It enables participants and trainers to take part from their own homes or workplaces
- It enables participants to follow some of the required elements of the course at a time of their own choosing
- Although the trainer-participant ratio is high, the actual contact time may be lower than other examples

Disadvantages

- It relies heavily on trainers being pro-active when engaging with participants in order to pick up difficulties otherwise seen in face-to-face contact
- It requires a high trainer-participant ratio
- Trainers need a reliable IT department and/or back-up source to provide the website and technical support
- Participant drop-out may be higher without face-to-face contact
Suggested Course Outline

Week One

Trainers

- Welcome message on organisation’s message board
- E-mail background papers and links to the BACP Telephone and E-Counselling Competences and Curriculum

Participants

- Post biography on organisation’s message board
- Formulate comments and questions on sent literature for live group session
- Form learning support pairs to meet weekly throughout the course to discuss learning and achieving goals
- Formulate learning goals

Participants and Trainers

Participants to have live individual tutorial with personal tutor

Live E-Teaching and Learning Meetings

- Trainer-facilitated. Introductions. Group formation activities
- Hopes, fears and questions about the course
- Trainer-facilitated. Discussion on Telephone and E-Counselling competences
- Trainer-facilitated. Exploration of Telephone and E-Counselling curriculum

Week Two

Trainers

- Post weekly tasks on notice board (checking in with registration task, signing up on presentation chart, meeting learning partner, writing reflective journal, reading papers, beginning presentation preparation)
- Send papers for teaching and learning sessions
- Post chart for participant presentations*
- Send papers for teaching and learning sessions
- Send forms for trainer assessment and feedback for participant led sessions beginning next week

Participants

- Read website notices
- Complete the registration task
- Meet with learning partner
- Add to reflective journal
- Begin work on presentation
- Read background papers for the week
- Arrange tutorials for between weeks 3 and 6

Live Distance Teaching and Learning Meetings

- Theory and practice of e-learning – trainer-led
- E-leaning delivery methods – trainer-facilitated

*See course assessment
**Week Three**

**Ongoing tutorials as arranged in Week Two.**

**Trainers**
- Post weekly tasks
- Send papers for trainer-led session
- Send arrangements for small groups for self, peer and tutor meetings following participant led sessions
- Send teaching and learning feedback form
- Feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

**Participants**
- Read posts on teaching and learning
- E-check in
- Meet with learning partner
- Continue reflective journal
- Presentation and portfolio work
- Send feedback sheets to presenters
- Send material for own presentation (between now and Week Six depending on timing of presentation)
- If involved, feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

**Live Distance Teaching and Learning Meetings**
- Participant-led session on Module One of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Participant-led session on Module Two of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum

**Week Four**

**Trainers**
- Post weekly tasks
- Send papers for trainer-led session
- Send arrangements for small groups for self, peer and tutor meetings following participant led sessions
- Send teaching and learning feedback form
- Feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

**Participants**
- Read posts on teaching and learning
- E-check in
- Meet with learning partner
- Continue reflective journal
- Presentation and portfolio work
- Send feedback sheets to presenters
- Send material for own presentation (between now and Week Six depending on timing of presentation)
- If involved, feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

**Live Distance Teaching and Learning Meetings**
- Participant-led session on Module Three of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Participant-led session on Module Four of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Trainer-facilitated session on e-group dynamics
Week Five

Trainers

- Post weekly tasks
- Send papers for trainer-led session
- Send arrangements for small groups for self, peer and tutor meetings following participant-led sessions
- Send teaching and learning feedback form
- Feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Participants

- Read posts on teaching and learning
- E-check in
- Meet with learning partner
- Continue reflective journal
- Presentation and portfolio work
- Send feedback sheets to presenters
- Send material for own presentation (between now and Week Six depending on timing of presentation)
- If involved, feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Live Distance Teaching and Learning Meetings

- Participant-led session on Module Five of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Participant-led session on Module Six of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Trainer-facilitated session on e-group dynamics

Week Six

Trainers

- Post weekly tasks
- Send papers for trainer-led session
- Send arrangements for small groups for self, peer and tutor meetings following participant-led sessions
- Send teaching and learning feedback form
- Feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Participants

- Read posts on teaching and learning
- E-check in
- Meet with learning partner
- Continue reflective journal
- Presentation and portfolio work
- Send feedback sheets to presenters
- Send material for own presentation
- If involved, feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Live Distance Teaching and Learning Meetings

- Participant-led session on Module Seven of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Participant-led session on Module Eight of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Trainer-facilitated session on e-group dynamics
**Week Seven**

**Trainers**
- Post weekly tasks
- Send papers for trainer-led session
- Send arrangements for small groups for self, peer and tutor meetings following participant led sessions
- Send teaching and learning feedback form
- Feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters
- Arrangements for post course self, peer and trainer portfolio assessments

**Participants**
- Read posts on teaching and learning
- E-check in
- Meet with learning partner
- Continue reflective journal
- Presentation and portfolio work
- Send feedback sheets to presenters
- Send material for own presentation
- If involved, feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters
- Arrangements for post-course self, peer and trainer portfolio assessments

**Live Distance Teaching and Learning Meetings**
- Devising a curriculum and meeting individual institutional requirements
- Ending the course – trainer- and/or participant-led activities

**After the course (date decided by trainers)**
- Send copy of portfolio to trainer and peer assessors
- Peer, self and trainer written assessment of portfolio
- ‘Meet’ to agree portfolio assessment
- Trainers to record assessment and collate feedback

**Example Two**

**Face-to-face with appropriate technology**

The suggested trainer-participant ratio is 1:10. Delivery might be one day per week with at least two weeks between sessions. Minimum number of hours 30; maximum 60. It requires internet service, sufficient breakout rooms for presentations to simulate e-delivery, and the use of technology (telephone, online live or text) for some tutorials.

**Advantages**
- Lighter on staffing than complete telephone and e-delivery
- Less technological back-up required than complete telephone and e-delivery
- Easier for trainers to be aware of individual and/or group issues

**Disadvantages**
- Doesn’t replicate/parallel distance therapy, which is the focus of the course
- Participants have to physically attend the training institution
- Heavy on room requirements
Week One

Introductions and check in

- Hopes and fears
- Group forming activities
- Trainer-led sessions:
  - The Telephone and E-Counselling Competences
  - The Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
  - Exercise to check internet access and mobile phones for participants in the teaching areas
- Choosing learning partners and paired work to form learning goals
- Small groups to meet with personal tutor
- Check out

Tasks between Week One and Week Two

- Reflective journal
- Familiarisation with Telephone and E-Counselling Competences and Curriculum
- Familiarisation with portfolio requirements
- Consider which unit(s) to present

Handouts

- Information about accessing Telephone and E-Counselling Competences and Curriculum
- Portfolio requirements
- Information about participant-led sessions
- Information about learning partners and learning goals

Week Two

- Check in
- Thoughts and questions from Week One
- Trainer-led sessions on telephone and e-counselling theory which might be held on either Skype, VSee, GoToMeeting or other platforms with trainer presenting online and participants in the main teaching room
- Agree which units to be led by which participants in the following weeks
- Trainer-led session using an internet platform on the practice of e-learning with participants using own laptops, tablets or phones. If there are insufficient breakout rooms for each person, participants may need head phones and microphones to give a sense of being ‘alone’ while working
- Face-to-face trainer facilitated exploration around the experience of the e-sessions
- Telephone time with learning partners
- Check out

Tasks between Week Two and Week Three

- Telephone or online tutorial
- Work on presentation
- Reflective journal
- Read all handouts
- Research internet sources about e-learning and share with other participants

Handouts

- E-learning
- Stimulus paper for internet search on the above
- Feedback forms on self, peer, and trainer assessed sessions
- Information on IPR and its use in e-learning
Week Three

- Check in by conference call using breakout rooms
- Trainer-led remote session on types of assignments for telephone and e-counselling courses
- Two participant-led sessions and their choice of mode of delivery on Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Modules One and Two
- Self, peer and trainer feedback sessions for presenters or time with learning partners reflecting on learning and progress towards learning goals.

Check out

Tasks between Weeks Three and Four

- Written feedback for those involved in self, peer and/or trainer feedback sessions
- Ideas for delivering e-curricula modules One and Two other than those presented during Week Three
- Reflective journal
- Compile ideas for possible assignments for telephone and e-counselling courses
- Continue work on presentations if applicable

Handouts

- Designing assignments for use on telephone and e-counselling courses
- Handouts from participant presentations/sessions

Week Four

- Check in using breakout rooms for text-based live session
- Two participant led sessions on Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Modules Three and Four
- Self, peer and/or trainer feedback sessions for presenters or time with learning partners reflecting on learning and progress towards learning goals

Check out

Tasks between Weeks Four and Five

- Written feedback if involved in self, peer and/or trainer feedback sessions
- Ideas for delivering Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Modules Three and Four other than as presented during Week Four
- Reflective journal
- Continue work on presentations if applicable
- Begin to compile ideas and the pros and cons for delivering the telephone and e-counselling course in own training establishment

Handouts

- Handouts from participant presentations and/or sessions
- Stimulus paper on designing telephone and e-courses
**Week Five**

- Check in using breakout rooms for voice-based live session
- Three participant-led sessions on Telephone and E-Counselling Modules Five and Six
- Self/peer/trainer feedback sessions for presenters or time with learning partners reflecting on learning and progress towards learning goals
- Check out

**Tasks between Weeks Five and Six**

- Written feedback if involved in self/peer/trainer feedback sessions
- Ideas for delivering Telephone and E-Counselling Modules Five and Six other than as presented during Week Five
- Reflective journal
- Work on presentations if applicable
- Take part in an e-tutorial
- Prepare and share ideas for a range of training activities for e-learning

**Handouts**

- Handouts from participant presentations and/or sessions
- Paper on e-group dynamics in preparation for Week Six

**Week Six**

- Check in using breakout rooms for live session
- Two student led sessions on Telephone and E-Counselling Modules Seven and Eight
- Trainer-led session on e-group dynamics; delivered remotely and using breakout rooms for participants
- Self/peer/trainer feedback sessions for presenters or time with learning partners reflecting on learning and progress towards learning goals
- Check out

**Tasks between Weeks Six and Seven**

- Written feedback if involved in self/peer/trainer feedback sessions
- Ideas for delivering Telephone and E-Counselling Modules Seven and Eight other than as presented during Day Six
- Reflective journal
- Begin to put together ideas for the delivering the Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum in own training organisation
- Create two images, one of personal journey through the course and one of the group’s journey

**Handouts**

- Handouts from participant presentations and/or sessions
- Stimulus paper on ending telephone and e-courses
- Arrangements for assessment of portfolios
Week Seven

- Check in – participant choice of mode
- Trainer-led sessions on devising a telephone and e-counselling curriculum and revisiting the BACP Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Ending telephone and e-courses – activities where participants are face-to-face and also working remotely through use of breakout rooms
- Check arrangements for assessment of portfolios
- Check out

Task after Week Seven

- Telephone and/or e-support learning partners with portfolios
- Compile portfolio
- Take part in self/peer/trainer assessment of own and partner's portfolios either face-to-face or remotely

Handout

- Reminder of portfolio requirements and dates for exchanging portfolios

Example Three

Blended face-to-face and telephone and e-delivery

Face-to-face suggested trainer-participant ratio is 1:10. Suggested trainer-participant ratio for e-delivery is 1:8. The course may be delivered on one day a week for the face-to-face sessions in the training institution and throughout the week for the e-sessions, with at least two weeks between sessions. The minimum number of hours for delivery is 30 and the maximum 60. It requires an organisational website with a ‘chat room’ capable of holding all course members, a notice board for weekly registration tasks, an area for participants to post notices to other course members, and an area with links to coursework and documents. There is also a requirement for mobile phone and internet access in the main training room and breakout rooms.

Advantages

- It is a good compromise between examples one and two, which might be helpful in providing the transition from training in a known and understood environment, to telephone and e-training
- It offers some experience of telephone and e-working
- It may reduce the trainer-participant ratio
- It may capitalise on the advantages of both examples one and two

Disadvantages

- It may seem confusing or disjointed to some participants
- It still requires good IT back-up in the training institution
- It may well have the disadvantages of examples one and two
Day One
In the training institution

Introductions and check in
- Hopes and fears
- Group forming activities
- Trainer-led sessions:
  - The Telephone and E-Counselling Competences
  - The Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
  - Exercise to check internet access and mobile phones for participants in the teaching areas
- Choosing learning partners and paired work to form learning goals
- Small groups to meet with personal tutor
- Check out

Tasks between Weeks One and Two
- Reflective journal
- Familiarisation with Telephone and E-Counselling Competences and Curriculum
- Familiarisation with portfolio requirements
- Consider which module(s) to present

Handouts
- Information about accessing Telephone and E-Counselling Competences and Curriculum
- Portfolio requirements
- Information about participant led sessions
- Information about learning partners and learning goals

Week Two
Blended telephone, e-delivery and face-to-face

Check in
- Thoughts and questions from Week One
- Trainer-led sessions on telephone and e-counselling theory which might be held on either Skype, VSee, GoToMeeting or other platforms with trainer presenting online and participants in the main teaching room
- Agree which units to be led by which participants in the following weeks
- Trainer-led session using an internet platform on the practice of e-learning with participants using own laptops, tablets or smartphones. If there are insufficient breakout rooms for each person, participants may need headphones and microphones to give a sense of being “alone” while working
- Face-to-face trainer-facilitated exploration around the experience of the e-sessions
- Telephone time with learning partners
- Check out

Tasks between Weeks Two and Three
- Telephone or online tutorial
- E-time with learning partners
- Explore training organisation’s website
- Post biographies on training organisation’s message board
- Work on presentation and reflective journal
- Read handouts
- Research internet sources about e-learning

Handouts
- E-learning
- Stimulus paper for internet search on the above
- Feedback forms on self, peer, and trainer assessed sessions
- Information on IPR and its use in e-learning
Week Three
Telephone and E-delivery

Trainners
- Post weekly tasks
- Send papers for trainer-led session
- Send arrangements for small groups for self, peer and tutor meetings following participant led sessions
- Send teaching and learning feedback form
- Feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Participants
- Read posts on teaching and learning
- E-check in
- Meet with learning partner
- Continue reflective journal
- Presentation and portfolio work
- Send feedback sheets to presenters
- Send material for own presentation (between now and Week Six depending on timing of presentation)
- If involved, feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Live Distance Teaching and Learning Meetings
- Participant-led session on Module One of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Participant-led session on Module Two of Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum

Week Four
E-delivery and Face-to-Face

In Training Institution
- Check in
- Exploration of experiences of telephone and e-working so far
- Meet with learning partners

Telephone and e-sessions
- Participant-led sessions on Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Modules Three and Four
- Self, peer, and trainer feedback sessions for presenters or time with learning partners reflecting on learning

Tasks between Weeks Four and Five
- Written feedback if involved in self/peer/trainer feedback sessions
- Ideas for delivering Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Modules Three and Four other than as presented during Day Four
- Reflective journal
- Continue work on presentations if applicable
- Compile ideas and pros and cons for delivering the telephone and e-counselling course in own training establishment

Handouts
- Handouts from participant presentations/sessions
- Stimulus paper on designing telephone and e-counselling courses
Week Five
Telephone and E-delivery

Trainers
- Post weekly tasks
- Send papers for trainer-led session
- Send arrangements for small groups for self, peer and tutor meetings following participant led sessions
- Send teaching and learning feedback form
- Feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Participants
- Read posts on teaching and learning
- E-check in
- Meet with learning partner
- Continue reflective journal
- Presentation and portfolio work
- Send feedback sheets to presenters
- Send material for own presentation (between now and Week Six depending on timing of presentation)
- If involved, feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Live Telephone, E-Teaching and Learning Meetings
- Participant-led session on Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Module Five
- Participant-led session on Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Module Six
- Trainer-facilitated session on e-group dynamics

Week Six
Telephone and E-delivery

Trainers
- Post weekly tasks
- Send papers for trainer-led session
- Send arrangements for small groups for self, peer and tutor meetings following participant led sessions
- Send teaching and learning feedback form
- Feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Participants
- Read posts on teaching and learning
- E-check in
- Meet with learning partner
- Continue reflective journal
- Presentation and portfolio work
- Send feedback sheets to presenters
- Send material for own presentation
- If involved, feedback and assessment meeting with participant presenters

Live Distance Teaching and Learning Meetings
- Participant-led session on Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Module Seven
- Participant-led session on Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum Module Eight
- Trainer-facilitated session on group dynamics at a distance
Week Seven
In Training Institution

- Check in – participant choice of mode
- Trainer-led sessions on Devising a telephone and e-curriculum and revisiting the BACP Telephone and E-Counselling Curriculum
- Ending telephone and e-counselling courses – activities where participants are face-to-face and also working remotely in breakout rooms
- Check arrangements for assessment of portfolios
- Check out

Task after Week Seven

- Support learning partners with portfolios – remotely
- Compile portfolio
- Self/peer/trainer assessment of own and partner’s portfolios, either face-to-face or remotely

Handout

- Reminder of portfolio requirements and dates for exchanging portfolios
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